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EDITOR’S RANT
The topic of gaming in pubs and clubs is one contentious enough
to drive the second-largest pub group in the country to offload its
90-odd hotels to an ambitious venture capital-driven enterprise for a
significant book loss, on what were already highly under-performing
and valued operations.
There was, of course, a time when pubs didn’t have pokies at all. But
gradual societal changes leading to less consumption of alcohol,
particularly at venues, brought about the licensing of EGMs beyond
just clubs.
Today the majority of pub patrons barely remember when VIP
lounges were a thing, if indeed they know this was ever the case.
Over the past two decades the public consciousness on pokies has
evolved to become something on which most people have a view,
largely negative, and frequently ill-informed.
EGMs continue to be the leer jets of revenue in gambling. In
NSW, while total gambling turnover increased 85.7 per cent to
$76.14bn between 1990 and 2015, revenue derived from poker
machines increased from 94.5 per cent of the total to 97.5 per cent.
In economic terms, the service is simply catering to what can be
argued is an increasing market need. If it didn’t, the market would
look elsewhere.
This household word status has in recent years given rise to semicharged activists holding the big supermarkets to account for
portraying themselves as ‘friends to the home’ while being seen to
profit from the negative associations of operating gaming machines.
What is significant with this external pressure on businesses that rely
on broad appeal in the public eye in their approach to market, is that
it isn’t sustained without a name brand to blame. By this I mean AVC,
which is not in the business of courting the housewife’s purse strings,
should be relatively immune to optimisation of the former Coles
portfolio, where improvements in that department by the defunct
Spirit Hotels could easily have stripped that profit and more from the
grocery stores.
Ignorance can be bliss, and it can shoot itself in the foot, or in rare
cases it can create opportunity for the right business in the right
place at the right time. What remains to be seen is if the court of
public opinion discharges Coles from its perceived sins while it
continues to own 50 per cent of QVC, which still owns those damn
pokies.
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Wasting Away
The cost of business on the planet is increasingly in
the minds of the general public. What can pub owners
do to improve their environmental impact? How can
this simultaneously increase margins and lower costs?
Emma Castle looks into boosting green credentials and
profitability through reducing waste.
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When was the last time you conducted a sustainability audit?
For many operators the answer is probably never. Why should
you? You’re making money, the punters are happy and the
system works.
But what if you could get tax breaks, secure grant funding or
save money with a few simple changes?
There are plenty of operational areas that can be assessed
from an environmental point-of-view. From energy and water
consumption, through to procurement, waste management
procedures and cleaning, there’s plenty that can be done.
Food is a big topic here, bringing questions on from where it is
sourced and how it is produced, to what happens to waste.

The rise of plant-based
menus
Statistics from the Sustainability Management School of
Business in Switzerland state that the average beef hamburger
takes 2400 litres of water to produce. That’s 48 50-litre kegs of
water. For one burger patty.
The rise of plant-based menus sees things like meatless
burgers, recently launched by Impossible Foods, becoming
increasingly popular. The Impossible Burger is produced from
wheat, potato, coconut fat and soy, as well as a ‘chemical
library’ of proteins, to mimic the taste and texture of beef.
This new food technology has been widely embraced; so
much so that in April this year, Burger King announced that it
will roll out the Impossible Whopper across the US by the end
of the year.
Simply including more plant-based dishes on your menu,
reducing portion sizes or the amount of animal proteins in
dishes, even opting for more white meats over red meats,
you are giving people the option to significantly reduce the
environmental footprint.

Degraves Street recycling. Image: RodneyDekker

Production methods to
PET bottles
On the beverage front, have you considered the
environmental impact of imported wines, spirits and beers?
What happens to the grape skins and spent grain from the
production process of the drinks you serve?
Certified organic and biodynamic producers have to find ways
to recycle, reuse and compost production waste in order to
retain their certification, so buying these products ensures an
ethical supply chain.
Thistle Hill Organic Winemaker Tim White says, “Buying from
organic producers supports sustainable agriculture practices.
We don’t use pesticides, which in turn supports greater
biodiversity from the microbiome up to larger animals.
“We also get arguably better grapes due to lower disease
pressure, and we use less sulphur dioxide, which means we
can’t hide wine faults with preservatives. Less additives mean
wines are truer to the grape than some commercial wines that

Impossible Burger
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Getting (food) wasted
Every day, about one third of all the food harvested or
produced around the world is lost or thrown away, equating
to around 1.3 billion tonnes of food wasted each year.
Food waste is estimated to cost the Australian economy
around $20 billion annually. Australian consumers throw away
around 3.1 million tonnes of edible food, with another 2.2
million tonnes disposed of every year by the commercial and
industrial sectors.
Most people think that organic food waste doesn’t impact the
environment because it’s biodegradable, but that is not the
case.
When food scraps are sent to landfill, they decompose and
produce methane, a greenhouse gas that is 25 times more
potent than carbon dioxide.
get colour and flavour out of a bag,” says White.
At the other end of the scale, have you considered how water
and soft-drinks are served in your venue?
Each year, approximately 100 billion PET bottles are consumed
worldwide – just for bottled water. Adding all other beverages
the number is much higher.
What actually happens to all these bottles?
Some of them – approximately 30 per cent – are recycled as
material for new products, while 70 billion bottles become
waste, or are discarded directly, often finding their way into
the sea. The sheer amount of plastic thrown away is not
sustainable. This is partly because plastic is made from oil,
a natural resource that will eventually run out, and partly
because it takes a very long time for plastic to break down –
an astonishing 700 - 1,000 years.
Eliminating PET bottles – including milk bottles – from your
drinks fridge is another big positive step in cleaning up your
act. And as with draught beer, bulk packaging options or
production alternatives can be far more profitable.

The Australian Department of
Environment and Energy Emissions
Reduction Fund has a dedicated
Energy Efficiency tax concession
program that includes offsets for
upgrades to high efficiency commercial
appliances, industrial equipment,
refrigeration and ventilation fans.

Decomposing food scraps in landfill are also a potential
source of organic leachates that can contaminate surface and
ground water, and there is the added environmental cost of
transporting food waste to landfill sites.
One hospitality precinct in Melbourne that is working hard
to combat this problem is Degraves Street. In partnership
with the City of Melbourne, over 90 hospitality businesses
are turning their raw food waste into fertiliser using a using a
commercial dehydrator.
A similar system is in place at the Brisbane Convention &
Exhibition Centre, where the kitchen team use a Gaia Food
Dehydrator to turn fruit, vegetable, meat and other food
products into dry, sterile biomass. This product is then sent on
to Brisbane City Parkland Services who use it to enhance soil
destined for Roma Street and South Bank Parklands.
Another method of reducing food waste is to offer multiple
serving sizes of the same dish to appeal to different customers.
Lakelands Inn Group in the UK recently introduced two
serving sizes – small and larger – to cater for the seniors
market, because older patrons were distressed about throwing
away food, but couldn’t eat the full portions.
There is also the ‘doggy bag’ option. Encouraging customers
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to take home uneaten food without embarrassment is a matter of staff
training. One thing to consider: opt for cardboard containers or foil bags
instead of plastic.
Finally, you can implement your own in-house composting system.
Steve Payne, Editor of Organic Gardener Magazine says, “Commercial
systems for composting are more complex than domestic ones because
of volume, but that doesn’t mean that it’s impossible. Depending on the
location of the pub, you could use worm farms, compost tumblers or
an outdoor compost heap for coffee grinds, tea bags, fruit and veggie
peelings and egg shells.

10 things you can do today to
improve your sustainability
practices
1.

Eliminate single-use plastics: use paper
straws, waxed cardboard containers and
bamboo cutlery for take-away

2.

Ditch PET-bottled water, milk and soft
drinks

3.

Offer two serving sizes on main meals:
smaller portions for less hungry patrons
equals less food waste

4.

Buy wine in kegs: less glass to recycle

5.

Work with suppliers who have good
environmental credentials; ask the
question during supplier negotiations

6.

Use environmentally-friendly cleaning
products

7.

Grow your own herbs and greens on
site, if you have space

8.

Things like swapping standard light bulbs for LEDs, or upgrading your
fridges to energy efficient models will make a big difference to your bills.
Install motion sensors that automatically turn lights on and off in lowuse areas (i.e. rest rooms in low traffic areas).

Start composting coffee grinds and
food scraps, or partner with a local
community garden or gardening group
who will do it for you

9.

Are there any hard or soft architectural changes that could assist
with cooling and heating the building? Consider insulation, curtains/
blinds, double-glazing, changes to the style of doors, passive cooling
opportunities via windows and decks.

Partner with local charities like
OzHarvest to collect unused food

10. Reduce food miles by buying from local
farmers, brewers, winemakers, and
producers

“When you get into [composting] things like dairy and meat, you
need to look at the temperature of the compost heap, as well as pest
management (rats and mice) so I would recommend a partnership with
a local gardening group or even the local council, who might assist by
funding a communal dehydrator. The upside is that you are creating
rich organic matter from stuff you were going to throw away. If you’re
planning to grow anything for your kitchen, you’re already creating a
circular model where inputs create value-added outputs.”

Energy audit
An energy audit can be conducted by any qualified electrician, but a lot
of energy providers and independent third-party auditors also offer this
kind of service. Finding out what appliances and systems are pulling the
most power can be a surprising, if not alarming, process.

Look at your air-conditioning. Have you got a building energy
management system (BMS) that allows you to heat or cool each room
individually? Installing a BMS means that you won’t be wasting massive
amounts of energy heating or cooling the entire building just because
one room is in use.

Water ways
Consider more than just about water use, it’s about pollutants and the
energy used to pump and heat it.
Ways to better manage water include using appliances with a water
efficiency label, checking taps and toilets for leaks, installing rainwater
tanks, consulting an expert about legal grey water systems (the
Australian Government has recently revised its urban water usage laws
around this), and using low-water cleaning systems.
If you use a cleaning service, there are green cleaning services that use
only environmentally-friendly products.
May 2019 PubTIC | 9
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Our (almost) Zero Budget Facelift
Adam Carswell is owner-operator of
devoted Bendigo establishment the
Cambrian Hotel, offering reflections on
regional realities for the modern pub.
Walking for the first time into any pub’s front bar in any part
of Australia, especially outside the city centres, can be its own
kind of daunting act of discovery. You never know what you’re
going to get. Some will be warm and open, others the exact
opposite. Some will feel like they’ve been run down beyond
reasonability, others fancified beyond recognition.
With this in mind, when we started out at the Cambrian in late
2013 we asked ourselves the question: what do we want our
own first impression to be?
“Passionately independent”, “determinedly unique”, “quietly
tasteful”, “attentive to detail” and “open to all” were some of the
phrases that frothed up into our collective conscience.
We certainly knew we didn’t want to keep the Jack Daniels
mirror, cigarette machine, clapped-out beer fridge out the
back, or the rusty barbecue and chairs whose best days had
ended in the 80s. We also knew we didn’t want to come
across as a characterless Harvey Norman showroom clone.
Taking into account our negligible budget, we wondered how
could we be welcoming and unpretentious, but also show
that we cared about how we presented ourselves, and were
serious and willing to make the effort.
The food, service and drinks selection have always been the
main focus, so we concluded that we’d pursue a pleasant
atmosphere that was unremarkable but sincere at the same
time.

Something that has worked for us – again considering our
distinct lack of funds – is the willingness to get in there
and do the hard stuff ourselves. Painting, gardening, tiling,
demolishing, minor repairs, etcetera.
The results might not appear as professionally finished as
they could be, but we think these imperfections work for us
nonetheless.
It also doesn’t hurt to have a reliable tradie or three regularly
drinking in the bar!
Op shops, recycle centres and junkyards have been a
goldmine in terms of finding unique items on the cheap.
Chairs, rugs, lamps, our ‘signature’ winter blankets, board
games, books, all the pictures adorning our walls, garden
furniture, plants, pots, plus plenty of other quirky items ... you
name it.
And the money saved has allowed us to invest in what any
hospitality outfit simply can’t afford to scrimp on, such as
quality kitchen equipment, glassware, cutlery and crockery.
By spending the extra time and remaining stubborn, we feel
we’ve pieced together an overall mood that is true to the
venue’s character.
About twelve months after we’d kicked off this process, Kevin
Moloney of Channel Nine’s Travel Guides fame offered his
thoughts on our evolving venue at a regional hospitality
awards event.
“Reviving the welcome of only a true local pub, the Cambrian
has so much to offer it’s more of a community centre,” he said.
“The ambience is created from the heart, and the feeling of
belonging is so strong because it’s all genuine.”
For a young, inexperienced but ambitious outfit, Kevin’s
comments were, if nothing else, a timely boost to morale.
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Does the $10
steak cut it?
Everyone eats. Great value meals can be
a drawcard in an increasingly competitive
sector of business. PR professional Michael
Willcocks of Men At Work explains
Word of mouth is still very important in your pub
marketing mix, which comes from providing good solid
product, being entertainment, food and beverage.
It could be stating the obvious that the biggest driver
of making people ambassadors for your hotel is good
old customer service. However, marketing your food
offering with clever promotions can amplify the above
while also driving new hungry customers into your pub.

In the past few years the Michelin Cheap Eats List has
doubled in size. No longer is cheap food considered
crap food – well, it shouldn’t. I live in inner Sydney,
which is the home of $10 or $12 pub menus. These
venues are doing volume, but it puts a lot of pressure on
a pub to make money out of the food offering. It does
sometimes seem to be a race to the bottom, but they
are doing it for a reason – to get punters through the
door.
Doing the old fashioned 2-for-1 or heavily discounted
product (whether it is a smaller portion or not) still
works in this day and age because Australians love
a good deal. Dominos has made a very successful
business out of discounting their product to the point
they’ve just about buried their competition.
Of course, there is always a catch. You should be wary
of driving the entire market down with cheaper food.
We’ve seen in happen in pockets of the capital cities,
making it very hard to return to full-priced menus. You
also don’t want to cheapen your food offering in the
minds of customers who aren’t chasing a bargain.
My suggestion is to save the discounting to the quieter
nights in the week, and do not discount the entire
menu, instead select certain meals that are cheaper to
produce. Consider community or seniors groups you
could be targeting with a more affordable meal option,
and market to them.
Lastly, ensure you aren’t going to run into a price war
with the pub down the street; whilst I’m personally
eating at my local pubs cheaper than ever before, the
publicans in my area are trying to work out who will be
first to put the price back up.
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The New Deal
– with AVC

Imperial Hotel, Melbourne

Amid supermarket PR wars and nanny-state fun police, Coles
has successfully partnered with the hyper-expansive Australian
Venue Company, bolstering that group’s run at the stock
exchange and ushering in a new era of highly capitalised and
motivated joint ventures in hospitality. This month Clyde
Mooney spoke with head of AVC, Paul Waterson.
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In October 2018 a joint venture proposal was announced
between Coles and its hospitality arm Spirit Hotels and the
uber-acquisitive Australian Venue Company (AVC). The deal,
the result of months of negotiation between corresponding
legal parties, sought to allow the supermarket giant to
effectively end its pub operations while retaining the lucrative
associated retail liquor outlets.
Due to the law in Queensland stipulating bottleshops must
be linked to a pub, the bulk (76) of the 86 Coles pubs are in
Queensland, along with a few in South Australia and Western
Australia. The last of the group’s NSW pubs, the Northlakes
Tavern, was sold off in February 2018 to Arthur Laundy.
In March this year the two entities triumphantly introduced
Queensland Venue Co (QVC), having received regulator
approval for the JV. Each party will have an equal number of
shares, and QVC will hold all licences and authorities.
Coles will retain operation of its 243 liquor stores in
Queensland and ten associated with venues in SA and WA. It
will receive funds of approximately $200 million from AVC for
its share in QVC and the pub operations, which showed just
4.3 per cent profit in 2018 on $300 million in turnover.
AVC assumed operation of the portfolio in early May, along
with the 3,000-odd gaming machines.
Almost half (39) of the QVC hotels are leased to ASX-listed HPI,
most of these leases expiring in 2021. The new venture is a
boon for HPI, now finding an eager operator in the venues.
“We welcome an operator that’s going to pay attention to the
whole portfolio and get the pubs working to their maximum
capacity,” HPI CEO Don Smith told PubTIC.

Paul Waterson

A NEW AVC
AVC is steered by CEO Paul Waterson, former GM at Spotless
and Healthscope COO, and chaired by Bob East, Chair of
Tourism Australia and former CEO of Mantra Group. Since
mid-2017 US investment giant KKR (Kohlberg Kravis Roberts)
has held majority share of the group, renaming it Australian
Venue Company.
Waterson now finds himself overseeing a collection of around
150 venues and a rapidly growing business that just more than
doubled in size again. Juggling senior staff and the logistics
of expansion, he is regularly in Sydney, where AVC runs
Bungalow 8, Cargo and Beer Deluxe in Darling Harbour, and
joined PubTIC for a debrief on the whirlwind of the group’s
meteoric rise and future.
CM: “AVC was already national, but I guess you’re travelling
that much more now.”
PW: “I go up to Darwin and over to the west a fair bit,
and we’ve got some pubs in New Zealand now, so I go
to Wellington and Auckland. I send our GM of marketing
overseas a couple of times a year, to the States and the
UK. They’re a season behind, or ahead, depending on your
perspective, and you come back with some really great ideas.”
CM: “Do you look to put an Australian slant on them?”
PW: “Absolutely. We went to this New York bar in the middle
of winter and they had big dome igloos on the rooftop. We
put them across two venues in Melbourne, and another in
Fed Square, and they’ve done about $400k worth of sales. You
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can book them out, they’re quite warm even when it’s cold
in Melbourne. We’re going to try some in Cargo, but it will be
interesting because temperatures don’t get down as low.”
CM: “Do they need permits?”
PW: “Not too bad. Melbourne’s pretty good for that sort of
stuff. You can do activations easier there than in Sydney; better
cooperation from councils, landholders, even licensing.”
CM: “In its previous incarnation as Dixon Hospitality, the group
was building a foundation of all leasehold operations, and no
gaming. Under KKR AVC has acquired some operations with
gaming. The new QVC also has only leaseholds, but most of
the Coles pubs have pokies. What sort of mix are you looking
to?”
PW: “We’d like it to sit about 20 per cent overall, so we’ve
still got a bit of bolt-on growth to do, but it’s an interesting
market, gaming. In some ways what Coles had done was what
attracted us to gaming.
“KKR were relatively risk-adverse about that space, so they
wanted to make sure we’re managed well. Whatever you
think about Coles’ ability to run the pubs, from a governance
perspective they were very focused on managing problem
gaming well, so we’ll continue that.”

the 86 venues there will be at least 20 we’ll refurbish in the
next 24 months, and some of those will be relatively largescale brown-field developments. That’s where we find we get
the best bang for buck, when you do something material and
significantly reposition the pub.”

CM: “Coles had an economic disincentive to optimise their
potential in that department, if not the pubs in general.”

CM: “Classic ‘under new management’ appeal. Gives you a
fresh start. What about staff?”

PW: “It’s pretty clear they were the red-headed stepchild of
the Coles business, but there are some as good as any of our
pubs. There was capability within their system of delivering a
great product and great offering, but isolated. We’ll be able to
invest more than they did.”

PW: “There are really good people and venue managers, and
good people in their pub head office that are passionate about
pubs but have been stuck in the Coles machine. One thing
we’re going to do is give them autonomy in running the pub,
in terms of what the local community needs.”

CM: “Do you have broad capex plans? Will you rejuvenate all
the gaming rooms?”

CM: “Cookie-cutter and one size fits all models don’t tend to
work in Australia, which should give you a lot of scope for
improvement.”

PW: “They have done incremental capex, but I would think of

PW: “We were doing due diligence and visiting pubs in
Adelaide in July, then I flew up to Cairns and the same soup is
on the menu, in 28°C.
“It was about controlling cost of goods for them, consistency,
and governance. The governance stuff is something we’re
very interested in and will retain, but you’ve got to let people
use their flare. I saw a lot of good people in that business.”
CM: “No doubt there will be great challenges in scaling from
five gaming venues up to 80-plus. Do many of the QVC pubs
not have gaming?”
PW: “The five in WA don’t, then about four in Queensland
don’t.”

Imperial Hotel rooftop igloos
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virtually all venues. Even Coles have said their pubs wouldn’t
be viable without it.”
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PW: “That doesn’t have to be, though, does it?”
CM: “Hard to say. I’m sure many operators get caught into
the mindset of chasing that prize. A few months ago we
featured the Crossroads Hotel, which topped the gaming
rankings at the end of 2018 while also running a booming
function operation and winning awards for its restaurant.
“I believe balanced pubs are generally better for the industry.
But private equity isn’t known for its moral compass.”
PW: “KKR are NY stock exchange-listed, and they are
absolutely the other way. They’ve got 78 per cent of us,
management have the other 22, but they’re very supportive
in terms of capital development, in terms of problem gaming.
Culture is critical for them. We did all the diligence in the
world on management of problem gaming … got all the
charters … it was a big, big focus of DD for them.
“As you say, private equity firms – but these days I think these
firms are getting a conscience that perhaps they didn’t have
20 years ago.”
CM: “The cynic in me says all these things are market-driven.
A conscience means they have backers driving them that way
– but whatever it takes. I imagine supportive backers could
unlock resources for smart synergies across the group.”
PW: “We’re starting to do a lot of that; a lot of personalisation.
We’ve got nearly $4m of sales going through our app now,
which is good.”

CM: “This is a smartphone app, for patrons?”
PW: “Yeah. It’s sort of the old story of, what annoys you when
you go to the pub, and how can you solve it? You pay on the
app, accumulate points and get a discount. In the next few
months we’re going to roll out an order-at-table solution. It’s
essentially a web application, so you don’t need to download
an app. You scan a QR code and the full menu comes up. You
choose off the menu and pay. Your credit card is on you the
whole time. You put in your table number, and if you move
tables you go back and refresh the table number and it will be
delivered to whatever table you move to.
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that we’ve leveraged a lot, we have inbound and outbound
function sales. If someone’s calling the Duke to book a
function, they’re ringing head office central reservations. We
can see exactly what tables are available at the Duke, at any
time, and book you in. If the Duke is full on that day HO is
booking in the Crafty Squire or Imperial Bourke St, so we’re
not losing the sale.
“It’s an industry that really hasn’t been disrupted, isn’t it.
Going to the pub today is largely like going to the pub 40, 50
years ago. It’s one of the few industries there’s been no real
technological change that’s driven better patron experience.”

“In some of those high-volume pubs I think that will make a
difference. I know it’s something I’d use.”
CM: “Quite an evolution from buzzers or queueing at the bar.”
PW: “It’s a lower capital solution. If you’ve got 150 pubs
and you have to buy 1000+ beacons, it gets pretty capital
intensive. There’s plenty of low-cost technological solutions
coming down the line that will hopefully add some value.
“Our head office is the finance team, procurement, and
marketing, delivering things like activations. An opportunity
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CM: “Pubs are resilient because they change a little all the
time. It’s natural selection; if they don’t evolve they don’t
survive, and probably someone else comes in and picks up
that market. Perhaps that’s why they’re not so vulnerable to
disruption.
“Pubs used to be more the place you go after a meal. These
days fine-dining restaurants are struggling to compete with
the quality being served up by the likes of Merivale and
Solotel.”
PW: “Full credit to those guys, and the Maloufs of the world, in
Melbourne, they’ve just taken it and run with it at scale. The
different types of offerings that they’ve done and the products
evolving have been staggeringly good.”

MAJOR FEATURE
CM: “I grew up in pubs, where the ‘cook’ pumped out frozen
whatever. Now the bar has been raised so high pubs will only
continue to improve that standard – the rising tide lifts all, as
they say. They don’t tend to go backwards, and don’t tolerate
nonsense.”
PW: “You’ve got equally as good a bullshit radar as they do! I
couldn’t agree more in terms of the evolving offers. You see
poké bowls and things that five years ago would never have
been in a pub. Now you’re trying to change the offering to be
what everyone wants. I love to eat a steak, but my wife wants
a poké bowl. What sort of restaurant serves both of those?”
CM: “Far more likely at a pub.”

INTO THE FUTURE
In keeping with its pedigree, the talk on KKR’s involvement
with Australian hospitality has typically led to speculation on
an eventual IPO (Initial Public Offering) of AVC on the ASX,
paving the way for the venture capitalists to cash in and exit.
CM: “KKR are two years into this game now. Is an IPO
inevitable? What’s their cycle?”
PW: “They look at a 3-5 year cycle for investment. An IPO is a
logical exit for the business, but they’ll probably run a process
at that time and work out what’s the best fit. Management,
we’re all invested through the cycle and we’ll be expected and
all want to stay quite a number of years post an IPO. We’ve got
to deliver on integrating these pubs into the business, growing
the top-line sales.”
CM: “Is the lack of freeholds a hurdle, in terms of underlying
value in the company?”

the JV there will be some weak-performing pubs and strongperforming retail outlets, and some that are the opposite. We
just need to work together.”
CM: “Are you considering buying power collaboration?”

PW: “Last time I looked our average WALE* was 18 years. What
leases can do, you’ve got rent resets at the start of each option
period, so if any venue is under- or over-rented you’re always
brought back, to rent as a percentage of EBITDA or of sales.”
CM: “In effect the burden of property value is then on the
landlord, not you. Are most of your rent rates based on
performance?”
PW: “A lot are CPI-driven, then a market review at the end of
an option. We’ll work with HPI, they’re keen to invest in the
portfolio themselves, to bring some of them up to standard.”
CM: “Because they’re under-capitalised.”
PW: “Exactly.”
CM: “You have spoken of your plans to grow QVC, and
recently acquired Riverland, giving Coles opportunity for three
more bottleshops. Will you have capacity to close any of the
existing?”
PW: “We’ll do a full portfolio review, and I think by nature of

PW: “There was never a lot of cross-buying between the
pubs and retail outlets even before, so it’s something that we
could look at, but they are quite different product lines. We are
considering a lot of things.”
CM: “Innovation is key to progress.”
PW: “I’d rather be a business where you try 15 things, maybe
ten work and five go badly, than a business that did only five
things, absolutely perfectly.”
CM: “I think it’s better to fail at all than not try anything.”
PW: “You just don’t have time to stand still. The great thing
about our industry: we’re not doing brain surgery, no-one dies
if an activation doesn’t work. You’ve got to try new things, fail
fast and move on.”

*WALE: Weighted Average Lease Expiry
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NEWS
APRIL SALES
Justin Hemmes continues his growth strategy, picking up
Rozelle’s 3 Weeds in a strong result for the long-time owners
and the evolution of the peninsula precinct.
Set on an 880sqm lot around four kilometres west of the
Sydney CBD, the pub was long branded the Rose Shamrock
& Thistle Hotel. New owners renamed it the 3 Weeds in 2006,
building a reputation as a high-end and award-winning dining
establishment befitting the area’s residents.
They put it to market in February through JLL Hotels, posing a
sale price around $7 million.
Merivale CEO Justin Hemmes recently confirmed plans for a
massive mixed-use development atop and beside his flagship
ivy, requiring purchase of the neighbouring St.George bank
building for $80 million.
But still considering opportunities at both ends of town,
Hemmes entered agreement on the 3 Weeds for circa $7.5
million.

Real estate mogul ad-man John Singleton has backed his own
overtures in Gosford with the big-ticket purchase of family
legacy pub the Elanora Hotel.
Large-format ‘The Elly’ enjoys a big 7,667sqm block on a
corner of East Gosford main thoroughfare Victoria Street,
becoming part of the community in 1957. Since mid-1968 it
has been owned and operated by the Cusick family.
The family engaged HTL Property to undertake an off-market
campaign to divest the Hotel and development potential.

One of Bathurst’s oldest pubs is set to be revived, entering the
growing portfolio of local operator MPK Hotels.
The two-storey Edinboro Castle Hotel, occupies a big
1300sqm plot in the middle of Bathurst thoroughfare William
Street. Long known for all-day happy hour prices, in recent
times it has traded only intermittently, mostly as a function
space.
‘The Eddy’ holds title on seven PMEs, but five are leased to a
pub in Sydney, generating passive annual income of $150k.
It boasts a great beer garden and accommodation rooms
upstairs, although not recently in use.
Lyon Majestic Hospitality Group still owns the Oxford Hotel
in Bathurst, but Ash Lyons engaged Nick Butler to sell The
Eddy off-market, without agency agreement. Kelly plans to
return the Edinboro to full weekly trading, and is currently
considering its potential in other revenue streams.

Jaz Mooney’s Pelathon Management Group has underscored
its faith in high-performing Queensland regions with the $8.5
million acquisition of Cairns’ Grand Hotel.
Built 1926, the stately two-storey pub offers the wellknown Croc Bar – replete with its carved crocodile bar-top
– alongside a casual lounge and dining area, 35 gaming
machines, a drive-through bottleshop and adjoining retail, on
a 4,060sqm site.
Pelathon has managed the Hotel for the past 18 months
under a lease agreement, executing significant renovation
and improvement. It has now exercised its option to buy the
freehold, along with two adjoining sites on Shields Street, for
$8.5 million, in line with perceptions of the region.

Singleton said he’s had his eye on Elly for some time, paying
circa $25 million to outbid rivals for he described as a “bloody
good pub”.

The city is still hearing talk of a casino, and practising a
strategy of bolting on more assets that fit the portfolio Mooney
says he looks around the Sunshine State and still sees value for
money.

Griffiths’ Area Hotel has been snapped up by local publican
Jim Knox, fending off metro rivals.

“We believe Cairns is going to look a whole lot different in
three to five years,” offers Mooney.

After 15 years’ ownership, a private syndicate determined in
March to divest its Griffith hotel, which it has operated under
management. The striking two-storey red brick pub occupies
a 1,291sqm site, reporting over $4.5m annual revenue.
A “fiercely contested” national sales campaign through
HTL Property yielded widespread interest and four offers
to purchase – two from Sydney hoteliers – resulting in sale
price the agents say was “in line with price guidance”, circa $8
million.
Knox has accumulated three hotels in the region – notably
including the Gemini Sports Bar, almost directly opposite, on
Banna Avenue.
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NEWS
LAUNDY’S THE
MARSDEN OPENS

AUSTRALIA’S RICHEST
250 REVEALED

Pub sector stalwart Arthur Laundy opened his magnificent
new $45 million western Sydney pub-brewery – The Marsden
– achieving a goal of the veteran as he notches up a halfcentury steering the family business.

The Australian published its inaugural Australia’s Richest 250,

MP Craig Laundy joined his father welcoming honoured
guests to the pre-launch celebration, each thanking people
instrumental in the creation of the all-new pub in burgeoning
Marsden Park. Of particular note by Arthur was his longserving assistant and close friend Robyn Gumbley, who was
not able to be present, and Craig’s wife Suzy.

said to be the biggest study of wealth ever undertaken in
Australia, citing 96 billionaires, 27 women, total average wealth
of $1.27bn and average age of 65 years.
ALH part-owner Bruce Mathieson ($1.18bn) topped the hotel
sector’s contributions at #78, due largely to his 25 per cent
share in Australia’s biggest pub group. Sydney pub trailblazer
Justin Hemmes came in at #89, debuting as a billionaire
($1.05bn).
At #92 is Chris Morris ($1.02bn), owner of national chain
Colonial Leisure Group, although much of his fortune derived
from ASX-listed Computershare, which he founded. Rounding
out the pub lords, Arthur Laundy ($833m) landed at #124.

ALH FORCED TO RESUME
AND REOPEN THE ARCHER
Three years after on-selling the leasehold interest, Australia’s
biggest pub group ALH has resumed control and re-opened
The Archer in North Adelaide.
Australian Leisure & Hospitality (ALH) sold the business to
Bloody Mary Group’s Huntsman Hotel P/L in 2016. The new
owners initially spoke of a $2 million overhaul of the heritagelisted building.
But plans were shelved, and last October the entity fell into
Craig gave thanks to his mother, Margaret, who was present,
dubbing her the “even better woman” behind every great man,
but noted his father had “done a good job of brushing over”
his own part in making The Marsden happen. Still working
every day at the Twin Willows, which Laundy Sr built in the
60s, the patriarch unveiled his very first ground-up hotel at
age 78.
“Today what you’ve seen is testament to 50 years of an
amazing guy,” stressed Craig. “It’s the continuation of 50 years
of someone who is an amazing character, having an amazing
go.”

administration, hosting a ‘Drink Us Dry’ closing party in
November before leaving the pub dormant and the ATO,
employees and creditors owed hundreds of thousands.
The Woolworths-backed ALH’s original lease – as with most
of the leases on its operations around the country – stipulates
that sale of the operation keeps it on the hook for costs and
rent should the third party fall over. This has seen it liable since
Huntsman P/L closed the doors.
The group operates more than 330 pubs around the country,
and such clauses will prove a major barrier to any potential

Set on a huge block in the $2bn Sydney Business Park, The
Marsden is a state-of-the-art pub brewery for a rapidly
growing precinct that ticks all the boxes for a modern
hospitality offering. Its gleaming two-storey brewery
dominates the structure, seen from most of the interior
spaces.

arrangement for Woolworths to free itself from its majority

Offering generous outdoor areas and a succession of
individual interior zones, the Hotel is geared for high capacity.

investment” and a decision to reposition it into ‘great value’ on

share in ALH.
Amid “looming” rent revisions in Adelaide, ALH has executed
internal works at the historic Archer, and revamped its
beer garden, adding seating and a big-screen TV. Group
SA operations manager Darren Nathan reports “significant
f&b, for a broader market.
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